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Sharks (Science For Toddlers)
This STRANGE FACTS ABOUT SHARKS book is science for kidscontainsanimal factslife sciencesinteresting factsit is an ideal book for learningchildren's science book with the amazing factAnd much more... SCROLL to the top and select the Add to Cart button to have the STRANGE FACTS ABOUT SHARKS
This STRANGE FACTS ABOUT GREAT WHITE SHARKS book is science for kidscontainsanimal factslife sciencesinteresting factsit is an ideal book for learningchildren's science book with the amazing factAnd much more... SCROLL to the top and select the Add to Cart button to have the STRANGE FACTS ABOUT GREAT WHITE SHARKS
A caterpillar hatches. It eats and eats . . . and grows into a butterfly that flits and floats across the sky. Follow the life cycle of one of nature s most beautiful creatures in simple text and stunning photos. This unique book features graduated flaps that display each stage of metamorphosis at a glance; turn each flap to reveal engaging facts that kids will love."
Find out about more Colouring Books by clicking the author link This Colouring Book is a lovely tool to express your creativity and embody your colourful ideas. More than 30 pages to colour With custom sized pages (8,5" x 11") and soft cover this book is perfect for keeping it at hand wherever you go. With it's artful cover page this colouring book will always brighten up your life and be an eye-catcher for everyone else. This Colouring Book makes a great gift for Birthdays Christmas 100 Days of School Back to School celebrations
Graduations Sons and Daughters Have Fun & Stay Creative
An in-depth guide to sharks includes information on where they live, how they eat, the challenges they face, and whether or not certain species pose a danger to humans.-The Shark in the Dark
The Shark Encyclopedia for Kids
Strange Facts about Sharks
Caterpillar to Butterfly
Children's Science, Interesting Facts about Animal
Good Night Sharks
With these step-by-step instructions and hundreds of illustrations, kids can transform a cardboard box into fun activities — from a puppet theater to a miniature golf game. A rewarding lesson in recycling and creativity!
Sharks prehistoric creatures with a reputation for ruling the deep sea. Now, more than ever, their existence is under threat by humans invading their habitats. Sharks are great sea creatures. They have something to contribute to our existence. This book will educate the young on the fun facts about sharks with the intention of boosting awareness on their importance.
How does a tadpole become a frog? Flip the tabs and find out! With this innovative concept book, kids can see and understand a tadpole's transformation as it grows into a frog. Created in conjunction with the world-famous American Museum of Natural History, Tadpole to Frog features graduated tabs that show the entire transformation in isolated, easy-to-follow parts. With simple text, the stunning nature photography is what truly shines in this book.
This STRANGE FACTS ABOUT GREENLAND SHARKS book is science for kidscontainsanimal factslife sciencesinteresting factsit is an ideal book for learningchildren's science book with the amazing factAnd much more... SCROLL to the top and select the Add to Cart button to have the STRANGE FACTS ABOUT GREENLAND SHARKS
"In Everything Sharks, exciting photos depict great whites, hammerheads, and more. Scientists tell hair-raising tales about encounters. With its awesome facts and action-packed images, this book brings kids close to the mysterious lives of sharks."--Amazon.com.
Tadpole to Frog
Strange Facts about Hammerhead Sharks
Strange Facts about Great White Sharks
Let's Explore the Deep! Sharks Species of the World - Sharks for Kids - Children's Biological Science of Fish & Sharks Books
Underwater Adventure

Shark Books for Kids Looking for shark books for kids? Best-selling children's writer, Jenny Kellett, brings you some of the most amazing shark facts in her latest fact book. Did you know that if you're afraid of sharks you are said to have galeophobia? But I'm guessing if you're looking at this book, you don't have that! The perfect choice for parents with shark-obsessed kids, this incredible shark book is sure to be a hit with your mini marine biologists! Sharks are one of the coolest and fiercest of the ocean's creatures. From the huge but gentle Whale shark to the ferocious Great
White - sharks are the most fascinating of fish. The Ultimate Shark Book for Kidshas over 100 amazing shark facts that kids will love, as well as a fun wordsearch. This book is a must-have for any young shark enthusiastic. The book is brought to life with plenty of amazing dozen beautiful shark pictures. Shark facts Did you know.... - The first recorded shark attack was in 1749; - Sharks never run out of teeth; or - When attacking their prey, Great White sharks' eyes roll into the back of their heads to prevent their eyes being damaged? Find these shark facts and many more in The
Ultimate Shark Book for Kids, the latest in a series of animal fact books for kids by author Jenny Kellett.
Down at the bottom of the deep, dark sea, something big, mean and terribly greedy is stirring. . . It's the shark in the dark! The poor fish in the sea live in fear of the nasty shark. They don't want to be his dinner! Just as the shark is closing in, the fish meet a clever squid, who hatches a plan to teach the shark a lesson once and for all. It involves a shadowy head, a shadowy tail, and a huge amount of teamwork! Can the flustered fish pull it off? The Shark in the Dark is a tremendously funny book written by Peter Bently and illustrated by Ben Cort - with a biting twist!
Sing and dance along with Baby Shark as he gets ready for bed in this playful song and story - the follow-up to the bestselling picture book! How does Baby Shark get ready for bed? Brush your teeth! Doo doo doo doo doo doo! Take a bath! Doo doo doo doo doo doo! Read a book! Doo doo doo doo doo doo! Off to sleep! Sing, dance and read along to this brand-new bedtime song, featuring Baby Shark, Mama Shark, Daddy Shark and more underwater friends. Kids and caregivers alike will delight in this silly illustrated story of a shark family's bedtime routine, full of funny, eyepopping illustrations and a catchy tune you won't be able to stop singing. Also features helpful picture guides so readers can dance along, act out the hand and foot movements and develop their fine motor skills. By the end of the story, little ones will be laughing, singing and dancing their way off to sleep with this charming and catchy read-aloud! Are you ready to help Baby Shark get ready for bedtime?
Through his telescope a little boy keeps seeing what seems to be a shark in the park, but by turning the page the reader can see and identify the whole object.
Good Night Sharks features great white sharks, whale sharks, spinner sharks, blue sharks, hammerhead sharks, leopard sharks, mako sharks, tiger sharks, bull sharks, thresher sharks, angel sharks, blacktip sharks, cookiecutter sharks, and more. This book is part of the bestselling Good Night Our World series, which includes hundreds of titles exploring iconic locations and exciting themes. Young divers will explore the fascinating world of sharks while learning about different species and their watery environments.
Discovering Sharks
Shark in the Park!
Shark Coloring Book for Kids
Shark Books
Sharks: Discover These Pictures And Facts Of Sharks For Kids
The Ultimate Book of Sharks
This STRANGE FACTS ABOUT OCEANIC WHITETIP SHARKS book is science for kidscontainsanimal factslife sciencesinteresting factsit is an ideal book for learningchildren's science book with the amazing factAnd much more... SCROLL to the top and select the Add to Cart button to have the STRANGE FACTS ABOUT OCEANIC WHITETIP SHARKS
This STRANGE FACTS ABOUT PIRANHAS book is science for kidscontainsanimal factslife sciencesinteresting factsit is an ideal book for learningchildren's science book with the amazing factAnd much more... SCROLL to the top and select the Add to Cart button to have the STRANGE FACTS ABOUT PIRANHAS
Dive in and take a bite out of SHARKS! More than 400 species swim in the Earth's oceans: some in shallow waters, others far below. Created in collaboration with the American Museum of Natural History, Sharks introduces nine different sharks to budding marine biologists. Thanks to the book's graduated tabs, kids can really see and compare the various size and shapes of these special animals.
Explores the physical and behavioral characteristics of sharks and examines how they hunt and catch their prey. Includes full-color photographs and further reading sources.
Kids can learn a lot about sharks through various means including books. In this book, children can find a lot of different shark pictures and also find facts about sharks. By learning and seeing the different type of sharks, children can get a idea of what they actually look like and also learn about them.
35 Fun Coloring Pages
Strange Facts about Whale Sharks
All the Shark Facts, Photos, and Fun That You Can Sink Your Teeth Into!
Liam Shark Boy
I Am the Shark
Outside the Box!
This STRANGE FACTS ABOUT TIGER SHARKS book is science for kidscontainsanimal factslife sciencesinteresting factsit is an ideal book for learningchildren's science book with the amazing factAnd much more... SCROLL to the top and select the Add to Cart button to have the STRANGE FACTS ABOUT TIGER SHARKS
◆ This Fabulous Baby Shark Coloring Book Is The Greatest Gift For Your Children In This Christmas or For Birthday ★ Great Coloring Book! ★ Wonderful coloring book very nice illustrations! ★ There are lots of different sharks in this book. ★ Perfect for younger kids! Age specifications: Coloring books for toddlers Coloring books for preschoolers Coloring books for kids ages 2-4 Coloring books for kids ages 4-8 This Colouring Book makes a great gift for Birthdays Christmas 100 Days of School Back to School celebrations Graduations Sons and Daughters
This coloring book will provide hours and days of fun for your child. Featuring sharks, dolphins, mermaids, corals, and the beautiful underwater world, this book makes a perfect gift. Features: - Trim: 8.5" x 11" - 35 unique coloring pages, printed on premium white paper - Laminated cover with matte finish - Age Range: 4-8 years
The youngest astronomers can go forth and journey into outer space in this fun, basic introduction to the solar system. The unique format presents our sun and each planet in order with graduated flaps turn each flap to reveal fascinating facts on each celestial body, and even the Milky Way!"
This encyclopedia highlights 26 different sharks. Alongside thrilling photographs of these underwater creatures, readers learn about what various sharks looks like, where they live, what they eat, and more. Features include information about shark attacks, a glossary, additional resources, and an index. Aligned to Common Core Standards and correlated to state standards. Abdo Reference is an imprint of Abdo Publishing, a division of ABDO.
Great White Shark, Hammerhead Shark and Other Sharks Book for Kids
Our Solar System
Sharks: For tablet devices
Exciting World of Whales and Sharks - Children's Biological Science of Fish & Sharks Books
Sharks in the Deep Sea Habitat - Children's Biological Science of Fish & Sharks Books
The Ultimate Shark Book for Kids: Plus Amazing Shark Photos
This STRANGE FACTS ABOUT BULL SHARKS book is science for kidscontainsanimal factslife sciencesinteresting factsit is an ideal book for learningchildren's science book with the amazing factAnd much more... SCROLL to the top and select the Add to Cart button to have the STRANGE FACTS ABOUT BULL SHARKS
Sharks swam in the sea long before dinosaurs roamed the earth. Today there are more than five hundred kinds of sharks in the world. They range in size from the tiny dwarf shark to the huge whale shark. Some of them have thousands of teeth. And some sharks even glow in the dark! In SHARKS!, TIME For Kids® takes you under the seas to discover the exciting world of these super fish.
Sharks and dolphins both have torpedo-shaped bodies with fins on their backs. They slice through the water to grab their prey with sharp teeth. But despite their similarities, sharks and dolphins belong to different animal classes: one is a fish and gets oxygen from the water and the other is a mammal and gets oxygen from the air. Marine educator Kevin Kurtz guides early readers to compare and contrast these ocean predators through stunning photographs and simple, nonfiction text.
It's an underwater adventure that your child wouldn't want to miss! Trace your fingers on a shark image. Learn about their might, their strength and their intelligence, too. Read about their habitat, what they eat, along with a handful of interesting facts. Encourage your child to learn about sharks today!
There are many different types of sharks including the great white shark, hammerhead shark, bull shark, tiger shark and mako. Similarly, there are also different types of whales. Both these big creatures dominate the underwater realm. This book will let the kids explore the world of whales and sharks. It is a good educational tool for teachers to help them in discussing thoroughly the fun facts about sharks.
Everything sharks
A Compare and Contrast Book
Shark, Dolphin and Sea Creature Coloring Book for Kids Ages 4-8
Fantasy Adventure (Kids Illustrated Books, Children's Books Ages 4-8, Bedtime Stories, Early Learning, Marine Life, SHARKS)
Strange Facts about Greenland Sharks
Strange Facts about Bull Sharks
The best-selling Hello, World! board book series expands into picture books. Kids who loved the popular board book Oceans will be ready for this next step. With over 1.5 million board books sold, the Hello, World! series has become a trusted toddler and preschool book program. Parents have praised its easy but stimulating facts, conversational tone, and bright, cheerful art. But what about when the Hello, World! child is older and ready for picture books? Now there's Hello, World! Kids' Facts, which picks up where the successful board book series leaves off, at a higher reading level and a deeper exploration into each topic. On each page of Exploring Sharks, readers will find
a variety of ways to learn: * Fascinating details about favorite sharks, from whale sharks to mini sharks, paired with bright illustrations. * A panel of facts about each shark for kids who love data, with information about size, location, swimming speed, lifespan, and more. * A question on each page that asks the reader to think about sharks in relation to themselves, such as "If you were a shark, what kind of tail would you want?" and "What ways can you think of to help protect sharks?" Loyal Hello, World! readers who have aged up and kids who love science or ocean creatures will find many captivating hours of learning and inspiration in the launch of this exciting new spin-off.
This STRANGE FACTS ABOUT HAMMERHEAD SHARKS book is science for kidscontainsanimal factslife sciencesinteresting factsit is an ideal book for learningchildren's science book with the amazing factAnd much more... SCROLL to the top and select the Add to Cart button to have the STRANGE FACTS ABOUT HAMMERHEAD SHARKS
A healthy ocean is home to many different kinds of animals. They can be big, like a whale, tiny, like a shrimp, and even scary, like a shark. Even though sharks can be scary, we need them to keep the oceans healthy. Unfortunately, due to overfishing, many shark species are in danger of extinction, and that can cause big problems in the oceans and even on land. What would happen if this continued and sharks disappeared completely? Artist Lily Williams explores how the disappearance would affect other animals across the whole planet in this clever book about the importance of keeping sharks, and our oceans, healthy.
Four-and-a-half-year-old Liam loves all Marine Creatures, but particularly SHARKS. Liam's fantasy is to be able to embark on underwater ocean adventures and talk to Sharks. One sunny day, when he goes fishing with his Dad, he meets Dearborn, a Great Whale Shark. To Liam's great surprise his eyes begin to shine with amazing magical beams, which enables him to talk to Dearborn! The Big Shark tells him he is a special Shark Boy and they have been waiting for him to come to their world. Together with his Granddad, Liam embarks on a Marvelous Adventure full of fun in the Deep Sea, with Goutomi the Japanese Stingray, Maximillian Forbes, the very posh Lion Fish
and Pufferbee the little Prickle Puffer-fish! An exciting, adventure bedtime story book for children ages 4 to 8 who love marine life. This beautifully illustrated book about a Shark is the first in the series of Liam Shark Boy's adventures. The pictures of fish and the ocean animals teach curious children about the habits of the sea animals in a fun way. Brian Read Healthy Mum's Magazine 5-star rating 30/10/19 Liam Shark Boy Review by Brian R. on 30 Oct 2019 Book Style: Toddler and Kids Story book Reading Level: 3 (Reading Alone due to: Length of book and some descriptive vocabulary) Reading Length: 10-15 minutes (FYI - we never account for toddler questions)
Illustration: Fun, cartoonish, cute Age Target: 1-8 Years of Age When reviewing this book, I was concerned about the sheer length of the story. However, as I got into the story, I found that the author had presented the story in beautifully constructed stand-alone segments. Those segments make it incredibly easy to read this book with a toddler, as it's just like a new story (with the same characters) every couple of pages. What's more, the book appears long (with 48 pages), but the font is large, and the illustrations provide interesting pauses for the young reader. What you're left with is a book that's really well written for toddlers and children alike. Brian Read - Children's Books
There are several things to be impressed with in Liam Shark Boy. One of my favorite things about the book was the fact that...it was filled with facts! There are easy 2-3 facts per page that I, as a parent, learned during the story. What's more, I know my child was learning 5-6 things per page and enjoying the in-depth knowledge he was gaining about the ocean and sea life in general. Another thing that I loved about the book was just how specific everything was. For example, it wasn't just a boat that Liam went on with his father. No, it was a Kingfisher Offshore boat. We weren't just talking about a Porcupine Puffer Fish (and his family), we were talking about Pufferbee and
Pufferbee's grandfather, Grandpuff. It's this specificity that really helps with retention in toddlers, and I loved how this story was so intentional in its inclusion of specifics. I think it's obvious from my review (above) that I really enjoyed Liam Shark Boy. Not only that, but my little boy enjoyed it just as much as I did, and isn't that what's important? He loved the magical story, the fact that Liam had super powers, and he loved all of the facts about the oceans and sea life. What's more, the story has been awarded a 2016 eLit Award in the Children's Books section, which should tell you all you need to know.
Starring the Cat in the Hat, this rhymed Dr. Seuss Discovers non-fiction board book about sharks is perfect for nurturing a love of science in babies and toddlers too young for The Cat in the Hat's Learning Library series! Learn all about sharks with The Cat in the Hat and Thing One and Thing Two in this sturdy rhymed board book that's perfect for introducing babies and toddlers to these magnificent ocean creatures. Featuring more than ten different species of sharks (from whale sharks and tiger sharks to hammerheads and great whites), and reviewed for scientific accuracy by a noted expert, there's no better way to introduce informational texts or the natural world to prereaders than with the Cat in the Hat--someone who knows a LOT about having fun!
Dr. Seuss Discovers: Sharks
Time For Kids: Sharks!
Hello, World! Kids' Guides: Exploring Sharks
Sharks
If Sharks Disappeared
Strange Facts about Tiger Sharks
SharksSterling Children's Books
What do sharks like to eat? Which shark glows in the dark? And why do some sharks never stop swimming? Packed with facts about nature's greatest predators and illustrated with full-colour photographs, this book is specially written for children who are just beginning to read alone. Includes links to recommended websites to find out more. This is a highly illustrated ebook that can only be read on the Kindle Fire or other tablet. "Excellent for helping children to learn to use books for research. Short chunks of text and plenty of pictures make these books really fun to read." - Parents in Touch
What makes the great white shark (one of) the greatest fish in the sea? FIN-d out in this hilarious fish-out-of-water story that's perfect for Shark Week and all year-round! "Don't miss this one." -School Library Journal, Starred Review Hi! I am Great White Shark, and if you get this book, you'll read all about ME--the greatest shark in the sea! Not so fast! Greenland Shark here, and as the oldest shark in this book, that makes me the greatest. Did someone say fast? I'm Mako Shark, and I'm the fastest shark in this book! Eat my bubbles! Wow, I'm Hammerhead Shark. You don't need my special eyes to see that there are lots of great
sharks in this book. Sink your teeth into it now! New York Times bestselling author Joan Holub makes a splash with bestselling illustrator Laurie Keller to deliver an entertaining undersea story filled with the greatest shark facts in the ocean!
This STRANGE FACTS ABOUT WHALE SHARKS book is science for kidscontainsanimal factslife sciencesinteresting factsit is an ideal book for learningchildren's science book with the amazing factAnd much more... SCROLL to the top and select the Add to Cart button to have the STRANGE FACTS ABOUT WHALE SHARKS
Describes the life cycle and behavior of sharks.
Strange Facts about Piranhas
Strange Facts about Oceanic Whitetip Sharks
For tablet devices
Sharks!
Sharks and Dolphins
Shark Tales for Kids

With a unique book cover that looks and feels like actual shark skin, DISCOVERING SHARKS is the ultimate guide to the fiercest, most fascinating predators that lurk the ocean deep! This action-packed, full-color book features dozens of different types of sharks, with captivating photographs and illustrations throughout. From the Great White to the Hammerhead, learn about those razor-sharp teeth and prominent fins, mysterious behavior patterns, and even their unique diets.
DISCOVERING SHARKS is jam-packed with gripping facts and fun tidbits, as well as breath-taking images that nearly jump off the page and right into your lap! Featuring a one-of-a-kind textured book cover that feels like shark skin, this book is a must-have for any child fascinated by the fiercest creatures who lurk the ocean deep!
Super Cute Shark - Lovely Page to Color! - Good Coloring Book for Toddlers Or Younger Children 4-8 Vol-1
National Geographic Kids
Bedtime for Baby Shark: Doo Doo Doo Doo Doo Doo
Shark Colouring Book for Kids Ages 4-8
Creative Activities for Ecology-Minded Kids
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